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Abstract: Anthropological study focus that “CHEN FAMILY” is popular in “CHINA”. “CHINA” is the 
“Surname” of millions of Chinese. The derivative of root word “CHEN” like CHAN, CHIN, CHUN, ZEN, JIN 
are also the surnames of families in various other regions of the world Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Macao, 
Malaysia etc. (e.g). (1) CHIN TAI - Official general of Cao wei. (2) CHEN BAXIAM - Founding emperor of 
Chen Dynasty. (3) CHEN YI - Community party of China military commander. 
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a) CHINESE?... 

 

i. “CHINESE” are Children of “CHEN-THAI”?... 
ii. “CHINESE” are “Tamil based Indians”?... 
iii. “CHINESE” lived in CHENNAI PATTANAM?... 
YES… YES… YES… 
- Author 

 
 
 

 
Anthropological study focus that “CHEN 

FAMILY” is popular in “CHINA”. “CHINA” is the 
“Surname” of millions of Chinese. The derivative of 
root word “CHEN” like CHAN, CHIN, CHUN, ZEN, 
JIN are also the surnames of families in various other 
regions of the world Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, 
Macao, Malaysia etc. (e.g). 
i. CHIN TAI  - Official general 
of Cao wei. 
ii. CHEN BAXIAM - Founding 
emperor of Chen Dynasty 
iii. CHEN YI  - Community party of China 
military  commander. 

The common surname “CHEN” of China is 
indicated as below. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
It is hypothesized that philosophy of family 

surname “CHEN” shall be considered derived from 
“GENE” of “CHENNAI”. The English word GENE 
itself shall be considered derived from root word 
CHENNAI.  Chennai shall mean “SOUL OF 
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UNIVERSE” responsible for creation and existence of 
all matters of Universe including planetary system and 
galaxy system of universe. 

Further it is focused that “CHEN-THAI” shall be 
considered as the “MOTHER SUPREME” who 
considered lived in MADARAS PATTANAM 
(MARS PLANET). MARS PLANET shall be 
considered as the “SMART CITY” of universe where 
“HUMAN ANCESTORS” considered “inhabited” in 
Prehistoric time and during the course of “expanding 
Universe” the descendent considered Transformed to 
EARTH PLANET and considered spread over in 
various regions of the earth planet. The philosophy 
“CHENNAI” and “CHEN-THAI” shall be narrated 
as below. 

 
 
(i) 

 
 
(ii) 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

“CHENNAI” shall mean “Creative Soul” of 
Universe. “CHEN-THAI” (CHENNAI 
THAI). All the family name of human races 
on the Earth Planet shall be considered 
derived from “FAMILY GENE” of 
“CHENNAI”. “CHENNAI” shall 
alternatively mean “Law of Universe”. 
CHINESE shall mean Children of “CHEN-
THAI”. Chen-Thai shall also mean “God of 
Beauty”. 
- Author 

 
 
 
b) “CHENNA” is “TELUGU WORD”?... 
(Case study) 

1) Case study shows that the etymology of word 
“CHENNAI” was derived from word MADRAS. The 
word MADRS PATTANAM was in existence even 
before existence of word CHENNAI PATTANAM, 
CHINNA PATTANAM. Chennai pattanam, Chinna 
pattanam were other names for Madras pattanam. 

2) It is further learnt from case study that the 
etymology of word “MADRAS” derived from 
Portuguese Church Built for “MOTHER MARY” 
(Madre De Deus) which means “MOTHER OF 
GOD”. 

3) The Paris based Historian “JBP MORE” 
stated in his research that the word “CHENNA” is a 
Telugu word which means “BEAUTY”. The word 
CHENNA was Tamilised as “CHENNAI” as there is 
no basic meaning for the Tamil word Chennai. 

He further stated in the recently released book 
titled as “ORIGIN AND FOUNDATION OF 
MADRAS” the word MADRAS was first in usage in 
official record of “East India Company” in 1639 and 
during 1640 two new names Chinna pattanam, 
Chenna Pattanam for Madras pattanam for the Area 
inhabited by Tamils and Telugus around “Fort st 
George” of Madaras pattanam (source The Times of 
India, May 4, 2014) 
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DEDICATIONS 
 

 
 
This Scientific research article titled as 
“CHEN-THAI” is dedicated to 
“SMART CHENNAI” proposed under 
the scheme of “SMART CITIES 
MISSION” being organized by Hon’ble 
Prime Minister of India “Sri Narendra 
Modi”. “SMART CHENNAI” shall also 
mean by author as “GOD OF 
BEAUTY” (MISS UNIVERSE). 
1) “CHINESE” are Children of 
 “CHENNAI THAI”!... 
2) “PAKISTANI” are Children of 
 “CHENNAI THAI”!!... 
3) “SRI LANKAN” are Children 

of  “CHENNAI THAI”!!!... 
YES… YES… YES… 
 
- M. Arulmani, 
Tamil Based Indian, Madurai 
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